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Illumio, the leader in micro-segmentation, prevents the spread of breaches inside data centre and cloud
environments. The Illumio Adaptive Security Platform® uniquely protects critical information with
real-time application dependency and vulnerability mapping coupled with micro-segmentation that works
across any data centre, public cloud, or hybrid cloud deployment on bare-metal, VMs, and containers.
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The specialized security company for NTT Group, delivering integrated security solutions worldwide. They
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specialize in managed security services and consulting that enhance and extend the wider services
Strategy & Alliances provided by NTT Group companies including NTT Communications, NTT DATA and Dimension Data.
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Liberty Specialty Markets offers specialty and commercial insurance and reinsurance products across key
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The Centre provides frameworks for recognising, assessing, and managing the impacts of systemic threats,
@Risk_Cambridge
with a focus on how their impacts ripple across an increasingly connected world. To test their research
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outputs and guide their research agenda, the Centre engages closely with business, industry and
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government partners.
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Hiscox is a global specialist insurer, and there is little more specialist in the insurance market than cyber.
As such, cyber is a key strategic initiative across every territory that Hiscox operates in, with a strong focus
on developing market leading insurance products, a claims proposition that gets customers back on their
feet as quickly as possible, and additional services that add genuine value to the customer.
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www.hiscox.co.uk
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Kovrr enables insurers to understand, quantify and minimise cyber risk while maximizing value through
global data harvesting and sophisticated AI-based risk modeling engines.

@kovrrins
www.kovrr.com
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Describe Data is an InsurTech startup using alternative data sources, machine learning and AI to
understand insurance risks. Founded by PhD data scientists, actuaries and IT professionals, the Describe
Data team are insurance industry insiders with deep technology skills and experience. Describe Data's
cyber insurance product “Kompreno” analyses and models exposure to cyber risks.
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Providing pioneering cyber risk management for EVERY business that operates online. Simple to
understand, quick to monitor and easy to prevent - with just a domain name it will tell you within seconds
the cyber risks facing an organisation in a language everyone can understand - no technical jargon!
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CyberCube are solely focused on solving the most difficult and important cyber risk challenges in
insurance with world-class analytics. Their team is composed of multi-disciplinary experts across data
science, cyber security, software engineering, modelling and commercial insurance. CyberCube offers a
software-as-a-service platform for cyber risk aggregation modelling and insurance underwriting.
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